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Content Description

Ecosystems consist of communities of interdependent organisms and abiotic 
components of the environment; matter and energy flow through these systems ACSSU176

The investigative activities also provide opportunities to address many of the Science 
Inquiry Skills of the Australian Curriculum

Standards tested
Science/Year 9/Science Understanding/Biological sciences/ACSSU176

Ecosystems consist of communities of interdependent organisms and abiotic components of the 
environment; matter and energy flow through these systems

• examining factors that affect population sizes such as seasonal changes, destruction of 
habitats, introduced species

Science/Year 9/Science as a Human Endeavour/Nature and development of science/
ACSHE157

Scientific understanding, including models and theories, is contestable and is refined over time 
through a process of review by the scientific community

• investigating how models can be used to predict the changes in populations due to 
environmental changes, such as the impact of flooding or fire on rabbit or kangaroo 
populations

Science/Year 9/Science Inquiry Skills/Evaluating/ACSIS172

Critically analyse the validity of information in primary and secondary sources and evaluate the 
approaches used to solve problems

• describing how scientific arguments are used to make decisions regarding personal and 
community issues

Science/Year 9/Science Inquiry Skills/Communicating/ACSIS174

Communicate scientific ideas and information for a particular purpose, including constructing 
evidence-based arguments and using appropriate scientific language, conventions and 
representations (ACSIS174)

• using secondary sources as well as students’ own findings to help explain a scientific 
concept

• using the internet to facilitate collaboration in joint projects and discussions

Source: Australian Curriculum v8.1 
http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/

© Australian Curriculum, Assessment and Reporting Authority (ACARA) 2010 to present, unless 
otherwise indicated. This material was downloaded from the Australian Curriculum website (accessed 
March 2016) and was not modified. The material is licensed under CC BY 4.0. Version updates are 
tracked on the Curriculum version history page of the Australian Curriculum website. 
ACARA does not endorse any product that uses the Australian Curriculum or make any 
representations as to the quality of such products. Any product that uses material published on his 
website should not be taken to be affiliated with ACARA or have the sponsorship or approval of 
ACARA. It is up to each person to make their own assessment of the product, taking onto account 
matters including, but not limited to, the version number and the degree to which the materials align 
with the content descriptions (endorsed by all education Ministers), not the elaborations (examples 
provided by ACARA).

http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/Glossary/Index?a=S&t=environment
http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/Glossary/Index?a=S&t=matter
http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/curriculum/contentdescription/ACSSU176
http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/Home/CurriculumHistory
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Learning Outcomes 
At the end of the unit, students will be able to:

• Describe how populations can change as a result of introduced species

• Define biosecurity as measures designed to protect a population against the spread of 
harmful pests and diseases.

• Describe a number of biosecurity measures that can be used to prevent the spread of plants, 
animals, bacteria and viruses.

Description
This unit is designed to demonstrate to students how introduced species can affect populations. 
This is illustrated through the students modelling testing performed by customs agents in trying to 
detect a bio hazardous material on a series of objects. The examination of a case study Panama 
disease in bananas and the steps being taken by local farmers to contain the fungal disease is 
followed by research into current outbreaks in each state.

This enables students to explore the role and importance of biosecurity, the impact of introducing 
new species on populations and how a number of scientific professions are involved in protecting 
Australia’s unique plants and animals. 

Pre-preparation is required for the major activity:

• Student Investigation 2: Biosecurity – Preventing the introduction of exotic pests and diseases

Activity 1: Interdependence of ecosystems 

Activity 2: Biosecurity – Preventing the introduction of exotic pests and diseases

Activity 3: Containing outbreaks 

Student assessment could be incorporated into; 

• Activity 3: Containing outbreaks so that each student or group presents an oral report on a 
biosecurity concern and the impact it would have on the local ecosystem.

learn
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Background Notes for Teachers
Key definitions that are used in this unit;

Ecosystem: a group of interacting organisms and their physical environment.

Population: a group of organisms of the same species in the same location within a set time.

Interdependent: mutually dependent.

Biodiversity: the variety of plant and animal life in an ecosystem.

All organisms in an ecosystem are interdependent. If the population of one species increases, this 
will have a detrimental effect on other organisms in their ecosystem. This is best demonstrated 
through a food web.

snake

insect

plant

rat bird

cat

If a population of insects were to increase, the number of insect eating animals (birds and rats) will 
also increase as they have an increased food supply. The increase in insect population will also 
have a detrimental effect on the population of plants. Eventually the number of plants will be so 
low, the insects start starving. The insect population will decrease, reducing the number of birds 
and rats and restoring the population to its previous numbers. All populations are in balance due 
to the finite energy supplied by the sun in an ecosystem, and any small changes in populations 
will eventually re-establish the equilibrium. 

Introducing a new species to an ecosystem permanently changes the balance in an ecosystem. 
It can result in a loss of biodiversity as native species are unable to compete for food. As a result, 
native species can become extinct.

An example is the introduction of European carp to Australian waterways. Carp feed by sucking 
the soft sediment into their mouths and spitting out the sediment. This increases the sediment 
suspended in the water, decreasing the amount of light available for submerged plants and 
clogging the gills of other fish species. As a result, the populations of other species of plants and 
fish will decrease or even become extinct.

This is demonstrated in the following video, where a variety of ecosystems are examined. 
‘What is an ecosystem?’ (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JPHqUxxyLsY) 
Students are then encouraged to apply their understanding by observing a local ecosystem.

The geographical isolation of Australia has protected Australia from many exotic pests and 
diseases. Australia has been isolated from other countries and continents for 85 million years. 
This has allowed our native species to evolve in a unique way. The introduction of new species 
has the potential to disrupt native ecosystems and result in a loss in biodiversity.

An increase in global trade causes greater movement of plants and animals between countries 
including Australia. Biosecurity controls the risks to the country’s industries, health, economy and 
environment from exotic pests and diseases entering or spreading through our ecosystems. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JPHqUxxyLsY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JPHqUxxyLsY
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Pre-border biosecurity
Before many cargo items are allowed entry into Australia, they must be fumigated by an 
accredited facility. An example of this is the importation of cut flowers that may contain diseases 
of insects. The cut flowers may also become cuttings and become a weed. As a result all 
cut flowers entering Australia must be fumigated by methyl bromide gas and devitalised (a 
mechanical or chemical process that prevents cut flowers from being re-grown).

Animals entering Australia must be checked by an authorised veterinarian in order to acquire an 
import permit. 

Border security
Upon entry to Australia, the plants or animals must be identified by their scientific name, packed 
in clean packaging and inspected by customs officers to ensure they are free from insects, fleas, 
worms, snails, soil, seeds, fruit or disease symptoms.

Post border security
After entry to Australia, most live plants or animals are required to spend up to two weeks in 
quarantine facilities before being released to their owners. This is to ensure the plants and 
animals are free of insects, snails or diseases.

The border security inspections are illustrated in Investigation 2 where students perform tests for 
the presence of specific diseases.

Despite Australia’s best efforts, exotic pests and diseases can enter Australia. For this reason 
many farms and industries develop biosecurity plans. In this way they control:

• What comes onto the farm property (people, vehicles and equipment);

• What leaves the farm property;

• Production practices (minimise travel risks such as wind); and

• Feral animals, plants and weeds.

Containment of outbreaks is a responsibility of all in the community as pests and diseases can 
travel through contaminated soil on car tyres and on the soles of shoes. Plant travel exclusion 
zones such as the fruit fly quarantine and pest free zones in Victoria, New South Wales and 
South Australia are designed to prevent the movement of fruit flies into areas of high fruit 
production. A network of fruit fly traps are set up across northern Australia to identify any new 
species that may enter the country.

The joint responsibility of biosecurity between the authorities and community is illustrated in 
Investigation 3 where students examine current disease and pest outbreaks in their local areas.

Additional Online Reference Material 
• CRC Plant Biosecurity  

http://www.pbcrc.com.au

• CSIRO Health and Biosecurity 
http://www.csiro.au/en/Research/BF

• Department of Agriculture and Water Resources 
http://www.agriculture.gov.au/biosecurity

• Invasive Animals CRC  
http://www.invasiveanimals.com/

• Livestock Biosecurity Network LBN 
http://www.lbn.org.au/farm-biosecurity-tools/on-farm-biosecurity-planning-tools/

• Plant Health Australia 
http://www.planthealthaustralia.com.au/biosecurity/

web

http://www.pbcrc.com.au
http://www.csiro.au/en/Research/BF
http://www.agriculture.gov.au/biosecurity
http://www.invasiveanimals.com
http://www.lbn.org.au/farm-biosecurity-tools/on-farm-biosecurity-planning-tools/
http://www.planthealthaustralia.com.au/biosecurity/ 
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Teacher Preparation Activity 1: Interdependence of Ecosystems

Equipment needed 
Photocopy handout
A4 paper
Drawing pencil

What to do

Introduction:

Guiding questions to ask students;

• One of the leading theories for the extinction of the dinosaurs is a meteor hitting the earth. 
How could one meteor affect dinosaurs around the world?

• The meteor sent huge amount of dust into the air? How did this affect the amount of 
sunlight?

• How were plants affected by the lack of sunlight?

• Were all dinosaurs affected by the lack of plants?

• How were the carnivorous (meat eating) dinosaurs affected?

• The large amount of dust in the atmosphere caused Earth to cool. Why would this affect 
dinosaurs and not the smaller mammals? (Mammals are able to warm themselves up, while 
reptiles rely on the environment to stay warm.)

• How are we currently affected by the environment around us?

Core:

1. Watch the video: 
What is an ecosystem? (1:56 minutes) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JPHqUxxyLsY

2. Locating an ecosystem

• Go to an outside area and identify a single plant.

• Encourage student to sit and watch the animals/insects that interact with the plant. 

• Students should draw the plant and organisms on A4 paper and write a description of 
how each interacts. 

• Remind students to include the title, location and date for the drawing.

Conclusion:

1. Watch the video: 
Dead Stuff: The secret ingredient in our food chain (3:50 minutes) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KI7u_pcfAQE

2. Ask students to identify as many components of their ecosystem as they can.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JPHqUxxyLsY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KI7u_pcfAQE
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Expected results: Worksheet 1: What is an ecosystem?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JPHqUxxyLsY

1. What are the two primary parts of an ecosystem?

Living biotic factors and non-living abiotic factors.

2. List two examples for each of the following;

(a) Biotic factors  Plant, animals, fungi, viruses

(b) Abiotic factors  Rocks, minerals, water, energy

3. Where does the energy in an ecosystem come from?

Plants use energy from the sun to photosynthesis.

4. True or False: Energy moves through the ecosystem via a food web?

True

5. Which of the following does an organism obtain from their habitat?

Nutrition   Shelter   Water

6. What is a niche?

An organism’s special role in an ecosystem

7. What happens when two organisms occupy the same niche?

Eventually one will outcompete the other.

8. Name one thing that threatens ecosystems?

Climate change, pollution and human destruction of the ecosystem.

9. What type of scientists study the ecosystem?

Ecologists.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JPHqUxxyLsY
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Student Worksheet 1: What is an ecosystem

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JPHqUxxyLsY

Watch this film clip and answer the following questions.

1. What are the two primary parts of an ecosystem?

2. List two examples for each of the following;

(a) Biotic factors

(b) Abiotic factors

3. Where does the energy in an ecosystem come from?

4. True or False: Energy moves through the ecosystem via a food web?

5. Which of the following does an organism obtain from their habitat?

Nutrition Competition Shelter Waste Water

6. What is a niche?

7. What happens when two organisms occupy the same niche?

8. Name one thing that threatens ecosystems?

9. What type of scientists study the ecosystem?

Locating an ecosystem

• Go to an outside area and identify a single plant.

• Sit and watch the animals/insects that interact with the plant. 

• Draw the plant and organisms on A4 paper and write a description of how each interacts 

task

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JPHqUxxyLsY
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Teacher Preparation Investigation 2 – Preventing the introduction 
of exotic pests and diseases

Equipment needed 
Per group:
• Photocopies of Biosecurity Worksheet 2 - Incoming Passenger Card
• Photocopies of Biosecurity Worksheet 3 - Preventing the introduction of exotic pests and diseases
• 1 small honey sandwich (1/4 of sandwich is sufficient)
• 1 shoe (from local opportunity shop)
• 1 small shell (or shell necklace/bracelet)
• 1 wooden object (a wooden bead is preferable)
• 1 leaf (from the school garden)
• Egg white
• 5 plastic bags
• Cotton wool
• Newspaper
• Protein test strips
• Distilled water
• 10 small beakers

What to do
1. Before the class, prepare five sets of objects (1/4 honey sandwich, shoe, small shell, 

wooden object, leaf). Place each object in a plastic bag. Label each set for a major airport 
in Australia. Choose one object in each set and cover it liberally with egg white. Allow the 
egg white to dry. Seal the object back in the plastic bag. 
 
NOTE: if egg allergies are a concern, the egg white may be replaced with gelatine powder, 
however, large amounts of powder are needed in order for the protein strips to detect trace 
amounts.

2. Watch the video Behind The News: Quarantine Questions - Johnny Depp’s Dogs (3:45 minutes): 
http://www.abc.net.au/btn/story/s4239957.htm

3. Guiding questions to ask students include: What are the normal procedures used to bring 
pets (cats, dogs, horses) into Australia? What procedures have you experienced when 
entering Australia? What is the purpose of quarantine procedures?

4. Hand out Biosecurity Worksheet 2 - Incoming Passenger Card. Ask students to fill in the 
declaration card on their handout. They should declare only the items they carried into the 
classroom. 

5. Divide students into small groups of 2-3 and ask them to discuss reasons that declarations 
6-10 are in the card. Suggest they write their answers in their workbooks. These answers 
will be revisited at the end of the lesson.

6. Hand out Biosecurity Worksheet 3 - Preventing the spread of exotic pests and diseases. 
Suggest to students that they are customs officers and their job is to prevent exotic pests 
and diseases entering Australia. Divide the class into five groups and allocate them to each 
of the chosen Australian airports. Explain to students that they need to test each object at 
their airport for the presence of disease proteins.

7. Complete the activity on Biosecurity Worksheet 3 - Preventing the spread of exotic pests 
and diseases. Ask students to answer the questions in the discussion section.

8. Ask students if they want to add anything to their answers to Worksheet 2. Ask students if 
any of them or their parents have had an item confiscated at an airport? Ask students to 
suggest other ways exotic pests or diseases could enter Australia.
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Expected results and explanations
Students should be able to identify at least one item at each ‘airport’ that contains ‘disease 
proteins’. 

This investigation is designed to help students understand why customs officers need to patrol 
all points of entry into Australia. The use of invisible proteins is a key element of this activity as 
fungi, bacteria and viruses cannot be seen with the naked eye. This means objects that appear 
harmless to passengers, may carry diseases that are capable of destroying whole agricultural 
industries.

Possible diseases that can be carried on each item, and their effects are listed below.

Object Disease

Honey sandwich

Some honey can be unpasteurised and as a 
result can carry diseases for bees and plants 
(through plant pollen being mixed with the 
honey. All plant and food should be declared.

Shell (containing sand and soil)

Soil can contain viruses such as foot and 
mouth disease* that can result in death for 
young animals; bacteria such as anthrax, 
found naturally in the soil of some countries 
and when inhaled by humans, cattle, sheep 
or goats, can cause severe illness or death; 
fungi such as powdery mildew that results 
in significant reduction in yield in cereals, 
legumes and fruit such as apples and pears; 
or worms. Some worms cysts containing 
100s of eggs can remain dormant for up to 30 
years. 

Wooden bead

Diseases such as ‘Black stain root disease’ 
can be found in many pine, spruce and fir 
trees. It causes prevents the trees transport 
water from the roots, resulting in tree death.

Leaf

Fungal diseases such as myrtle rust have 
been recorded in Argentina and Jamaica. 
It has recently been detected in Australian 
eucalyptus trees. Infection can cause young 
leaves, buds and fruit to die and fall off young 
trees.

Shoe (containing soil) Soil can contain viruses, bacteria, fungi and 
worms - refer comment above for or shells. 

*Foot and Mouth disease affects cloven hoofed animals (those with divided hoofs) such as 
cattle, sheep, pigs, goats, deer and camels. Countries that are free from Foot and Mouth 
disease such as Australia, ban or restrict the import of livestock from affected countries. 
An outbreak in Australia, a major livestock exporting country, would have serious economic 
consequences.
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Worksheet 2: Incoming Passenger Card
All people entering Australia must fill in a declaration relating to the items they carry with them. 
This is to identify possible risks of introducing harmful diseases and pests into Australia. 

Complete the sample card below declaring anything you may have brought into the school with you. 

Some of the items in the declaration, such as medicines, weapons, drugs, cigarettes, duty free 
items, business use items or currency relate to Australian taxation and laws. 

Give possible reasons for declaring the following items on entry to Australia and predict 
consequences of introducing undeclared items?

1. All food – including dried, preserved, cooked or uncooked?

2. Wooden articles, plants, parts of plants, traditional medicines or herbs, seeds, bulbs, straw, 
nuts.

3. Animals, parts of animals and animal products including equipment, eggs, biologicals, 
specimens, birds, fish, insects, shells, bee products, pet food?

4. Soil or articles with soil attached, ie. sporting equipment, shoes etc?

5. Have you visited a rural area, or been in contact with, or near, farm animals outside 
Australia in the past 30 days?

task
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Worksheet 3: Biosecurity - preventing the introduction of exotic pests 
and diseases

Background
Due to our geographical isolation, Australia has been able to control the introduction of many 
non-native pests and diseases. As the number of people, baggage, post, animals and plants 
entering Australia each year increases, this becomes more difficult. The Department of 
Agriculture and Water Resources plays a key role in providing a range of pre-border, border and 
post-border measures to ensure the prevention of introducing of pests and diseases that would 
affect the food production and native species. The department uses a range of techniques 
including X-ray machines, surveillance, detector dogs and chemical testing at Australia’s 
airports, seaports and international mail centres to detect the presence of disease causing 
organisms.

Many of these diseases have small protein molecules on their surface. Testing can sometimes 
be used to detect the presence of these proteins.

You will be given some objects that were found in baggage of people returning from a holiday. 
Your task is to test the objects for the presence of protein.

Name of your Airport: __________________________________________________________

Aim
To simulate how biosecurity testing can be used to detect the presence of harmful diseases and 
therefore prevent their spread.

Materials
• 1 set of objects individually sealed in 

plastic bags (a small honey sandwich, 
shoe, small shell, small wooden object 
and a leaf)

• Cotton wool

• Newspaper

• Protein test strips

• Distilled water

• 6 small beakers

Method
1. Place one of the protein test strips into distilled water to test for any colour change. This will 

be your negative control.

2. Place the small sandwich into a beaker.

3. Pour 50mL of distilled water over the sandwich and leave for 5 minutes.

4. Follow the instructions on the protein test strips to test for the presence of disease proteins. 
Record your result in the table below.

5. Place the small shell into a clean beaker.

6. Repeat steps 3-4 for the shell.

7. Place the wooden object into a clean beaker.

8. Repeat steps 3-4 for the bead.

9. Place the leaf in a clean beaker.

10. Repeat steps 3-4 for the leaf.

11. Place the shoe on a sheet of newspaper. Wipe down the shoe with the cotton wool taking 
care to remove all the soil onto the newspaper. Carefully tip all the soil into a beaker. Place 
the cotton wool into the beaker.

12. Repeat steps 3-4 for the soil and cotton wool used to wipe down the shoe.

task
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Results
Table 1: The presence of disease proteins on objects.

Object Presence of protein 
(+/-)

Honey sandwich
Shell
Wooden bead
Leaf
Shoe

Discussion
1. What is the purpose of a negative control for the protein strips?

2. Which object(s) tested positive for the protein?

3. If you were responsible for biosecurity at your airport, what would you do with/to this object?

4. How would you explain to the passenger why their object needed to be treated this way?

5. This test is a simulation of the type of tests that are used by the Department of Agriculture 
and Water Resources. In reality such a test can only determine the presence of one specific 
disease/pest at a time. What procedure(s) could you use to prevent exotic diseases or 
pests from being carried through your airport by passengers?

6. Research one item that is currently banned from airports because of biosecurity concerns 
and answer the following questions:

(a) Provide one reason the item is banned from airports. 

(b) How is the ban enforced? 

(c) What are the conseuqneces for bringing the item through the airport?

Conclusion
Why is biosecurity important at Australia’s airports, seaports and international mail centres?

task
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Teacher Preparation Investigation 3 – Containing outbreaks
Equipment needed 
Per group:
• Worksheet 4 - Honey bees
• Worksheet 5 - Bananas face greatest ever threat in Australia
• Worksheet 6 - National Pest and Disease Outbreaks
• Map of the school photocopied onto A3 sheet of white paper 

What to do
1. Watch ‘Honey bees’ (15:45 minutes) and answer questions on Worksheet 4 - Honey bees 

https://www.abc.net.au/catalyst/stories/4094061.htm
2. Ask students why bees are important to Australia? What would happen to their food supply if 

90% of the bees died?
3. Watch ‘Bananas face greatest threat in Australia video’ (6:28 minutes) and answer questions 

on Worksheet 5 - Bananas face greatest ever threat in Australia 
http://www.abc.net.au/7.30/content/2015/s4220213.htm

4. Ask students what they think would happen to John ‘Tiger’ Mereider’s banana plantation if 
it became infected with Panama disease? How would that affect his family? How would it 
affect the local community such as the shops he bought his food and equipment from? How 
would all the insects and small animals that live in the plantations be affected? What would 
John have to do if he couldn’t grow bananas anymore? Why did he think $40,000 worth of 
biosecurity was cheap?

5. Ask students what would happen if tourists visited a banana plantation that was infected with 
Panama disease, then had lunch at the side of the road beside John ‘Tiger’ Mereider’s farm? 
Could his farm become infected? How could the disease spread?

6. Handout Worksheet 6 - National Pest and Disease Outbreaks. Ask students to go to the website 
National pest and disease outbreaks http://www.outbreak.gov.au/. Click on your state to examine 
if there are any outbreaks in your area at the current time. Give students 15 minutes to examine 
the outbreaks and answer the questions on the worksheet.  
 

NOTE: Most states have a biosecurity program operating at any particular time. If there are no 
current concerns, encourage students to examine those in other states. Try to choose a variety 
of affected plants or animals.

7. Break students into groups of 3-4 and provide the map of the school of paper to each group. Ask 
each group to brainstorm a design of a series of biosecurity measures that would protect the 
plants and animals in their school. Ask them to think about infected people and animals visiting 
their school? How would they protect against wind-blown rubbish or pollen? What about flooding?

8. Ask students to describe their designs. Encourage students to ask questions of how each 
group will protect against different diseases.

9. Ask students to compare their designs to the world’s most biosecure laboratory in Geelong 
Victoria https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nx6GxmNqJ4I (8:38 minutes).

Expected results and explanations
Panama disease is a fungal infection that was first identified in the 1950s. As a result a new 
species of banana, Cavendish, was largely grown by farmers because was resistant to the disease. 
Unfortunately these bananas are more prone to bruising and therefore are difficult to travel. Recently 
a new strain, race 4, has been identified. This strain affects all species of bananas. A recent outbreak 
in Queensland is causing concern as it has the potential to destroy all banana crops in Australia.

Assessment 
Students prepare an oral report on a biosecurity concern and the impact that it could have on the 
local ecosystem. 

Conclusion
Ask students what biosecurity means? Who is responsible for biosecurity nationally? Locally? 
What happens if biosecurity fails? How might their behaviour change if there was an outbreak of a 
biosecurity problem in their area?

assess

https://www.abc.net.au/catalyst/stories/4094061.htm
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Worksheet 4: Honey Bees 

Video: http://www.abc.net.au/catalyst/stories/4094061.htm

1. When was the European honey bee introduced to Australia?

2. List two factors that contribute to colony collapse of bees?

3. The Varroa mite is described as a parasite. How does Varroa affect their bee hosts?

4. How could the Varroa mite be introduced to Australia?

5. Describe one way scientists are trying to prevent the Varroa mite from infecting Australian 
populations.

6. Describe one way you could help maintain bee populations.

task

http://www.abc.net.au/catalyst/stories/4094061.htm
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Worksheet 5: Bananas face greatest ever threat in Australia
Video: http://www.abc.net.au/7.30/content/2015/s4220213.htm

Panama disease (Fusarium oxysporum) is a fungal disease that causes banana leaves to 
yellow and wilt and results in no fruit being produced by the plant. The fungus cannot be 
controlled or cured and can survive in the soil for many decades. It was found in Latin America 
in the 1950’s and resulted in banana plantations being completely destroyed or abandoned. In 
2015 two far north Queensland plantations were found to be infected with an especially virulent 
(highly disease causing) Race 4 strain of the Panama fungus.

Watch the video and answer the questions below.

1. What biosecurity measures do they have on John ‘Tiger’ Mereider’s farm to make sure farm 
workers do not carry contaminated soil onto the banana plantation;

a)  On their shoes?

b)  On their car?

2. How can the Panama virus be spread? 

3. What is meant by containment of the disease?

4. Why would it be a problem that some farms have biosecurity measures and others do not?

Extension Resource:

Panama disease (2015) http://panamadisease.org/en/about

task

web

http://www.abc.net.au/7.30/content/2015/s4220213.htm
http://panamadisease.org/en/about
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Worksheet 6: National Pest and Disease Outbreaks
http://www.outbreak.gov.au/

Go to the website above and click on your state.

Choose one of the current biosecurity concerns in your area and answer the following questions.

1. What is the name of your biosecurity disease or pest?

2. What type of organism is the cause of the outbreak (bacteria, virus, fungus, etc)?

3. What plant or animal is affected by the outbreak?

4. How is the plant or animal affected? (What are the symptoms of an infected plant or animal?)

5. How can the disease or pest be spread to other areas?

6. What biosecurity measures are currently in place to prevent the spread of the outbreak?

task

http://www.outbreak.gov.au/
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web

Online Teacher Support Resources
1. Farm biosecurity planning tools 

http://www.lbn.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/Guideline-for-developing-an-on-farm-
biosecurity-plan-for-producers_Wilson-2014_print-version-July-15.pdf

2. Sugar Research Australia Information Sheet (2013) 
http://www.sugarresearch.com.au/icms_docs/164142_Leaf_scaled_IS13002.pdf

3. Video: Invasion curve animation Biosecurity Council of WA (5:09 minutes) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ho2oXhtGmNQ

4. Video: Biosecurity for travelling farm workers (2:18 minutes) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ho2oXhtGmNQ

5. The impact of myrtle rust on trees in Australia (scientific paper) 
http://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10530-015-0996-y/fulltext.html

6. Environmental impacts of myrtle rust fact sheet 
https://invasives.org.au/files/2014/02/fs_myrtle_rust.pdf

Additional lessons and activities about biosecurity:
1. Pandemic2 game 

http://pandemic2.org/ 
 
This game involves students in trying to spread a bacteria or virus around the world. 
Options include changing the way the infections can travel or survive in heat or cold 
environments. The goal of the game is for students to spread the infection and kill of 
humanity before the disease is detected and a cure can be found. 

2. Video: CSIRO - What is biosecurity and what are we doing about it (3:35 minutes)  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=20WAT1vt6gE

3. Custom and border protection – guide for travellers 
http://www.sydneyairport.com.au/~/media/files/travellers%20website/prepare/
guidefortravellers-kbygfinalaccessible-oct-2014.pdf
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